Portland Incubator Experiment (PIE) & Oregon Film
Building on Portland’s successful PIE Incubator, this
new initiative will identify, recruit, capitalize, accelerate
and promote early stage high-tech startups in the digital
storytelling, video game, film and television industries.
Recommended Funding: $900,000

2013-2015

Innovation Plan Initiatives
Oregon InC asked more than 150 economic
development leaders throughout the state for
proposals that held the promise of jumpstarting
growth across entire industries rather than just “picking
winners” among individual business ideas. After months of
reviews by private sector leaders, Oregon InC is proposing a
diverse portfolio of investments.
Oregon Wave Energy Trust (OWET)
OWET-funded research and matching grants are attracting
wave energy developers from around the world, speeding up the
regulatory process, involving coastal residents and businesses in
key decisions, and preparing the way for the launch of the first
commercial buoy in Spring 2013.
Recommended Funding: $2.5 Million
Drive Oregon
Drive Oregon is at the center of Oregon’s
push to commercialize electric vehicle-related
technologies, from batteries to motors, charging
stations to electronic components.
Recommended Funding: $2.25 Million
Unmanned Aerial Systems Center of Excellence
A new initiative which will create a research center and
business incubator for the fast-growing unmanned aerial
systems cluster, including a flight test site with 		
proposed headquarters in Redmond/Bend area.

Oregon Nanoscience & Microtechnologies Institute
(ONAMI)
Oregon’s first Signature Research Center is now a nationallyrecognized collection of laboratories and researchers,
including the Lokey Labs in Eugene, with more than 20
advanced materials characterization and nanofabrication
instruments; micro-level manufacturing and engineering
research at the Microproducts Breakthrough Institute in
Corvallis; and the Center for Electron Microscopy and
Nanofabrication in Portland.
Recommended Funding: $6.1 Million
Oregon Built Environment & Sustainable Technologies
Center (Oregon BEST)
With national priorities – and funding – focused on
renewable energy and green buildings, Oregon BESTsupported research is leading to new technologies and
products, and helping the building industry embrace green
principles with R&D projects ranging from eco-districts to
solar awnings; micro wind turbines to green roofs.
Recommended Funding: $8 Million
Oregon Translational & Drug Discovery
Institute (OTRADI)
OTRADI and its new business accelerator
are helping researchers and emerging biotech
companies in areas as diverse as oncology,
neuroscience, medical devices and infectious
diseases with high-speed drug screening,
analysis and mentoring.
Recommended Funding: $1.7 Million

Recommended Funding: $2.5 Million
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Creating Oregon’s Future
2013-2015 Innovation Plan

Oregon InC helps entrepreneurs turn cutting edge research into new companies. It shows how
innovation can revitalize established industries, making them more competitive with new products
and services. It helps open the door to hard-to-find capital, provides Oregon businesses with access
to otherwise out-of-reach R&D labs and researchers, and helps plant the seeds that will diversify our
economy and grow into the next generation of family wage jobs for Oregon.
In less than three biennia of funding, Oregon InC has returned $7 for every dollar of state
investment, helping create 30 companies and steering more than $350 million in federal and private
grants back to Oregon. Oregon InC initiatives have helped start-ups access more than $110 million in
private capital, and provided more than 250 organizations access to business-friendly R&D facilities
and researchers through its network of 11 shared university labs.
Now, with the creation of the 2013-15 Innovation Plan, this unique partnership between Oregon’s
private sector and its research universities is finding new ways to further Oregon’s leadership
in nanoscience and green building materials, wave energy, bioscience and electric vehicle
components – and creates exciting new growth opportunities in unmanned aerial vehicles and
digital storytelling.
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Created by the
Governor and
Legislature,
Oregon InC
partners with
Business Oregon
in the agency’s
work to create,
retain, expand
and attract
business in
Oregon.

Oregon InC: Building A More Diverse Economy For All Oregonians
		
Lorry I. Lokey Nanotechnology
Laboratories in Eugene,
Microproducts Breakthrough
Institute in Corvallis and the
Center for Electron Microscopy
and Nanofabrication in
Portland are the ONAMI
laboratories which have helped
over 220 companies with
research, development and the
commercial launch of new
technology.

OTRADI’s lab can perform thousands
of drug action screenings per day,
keeping research dollars and researchers
in Oregon and positioning state to
take advantage of $10 billion in new
National Institutes of Health stimulus
funding.

The Oregon BEST shared network of green
building research laboratories, facilities, test
equipment and faculty are found nowhere else
in the world: SuNRISE Photovoltaic Lab at
University of Oregon; Energy Studies in Buildings
Laboratory at the University of Oregon; Oregon
BEST Green Building Research Laboratory
at Portland State; Oregon Process Center for
Sustainable Solar Cell Manufacturing at OSU.

The Food Innovation Productivity
Center tests Green Energy
Management System (GEMS),
innovative software enabling
companies to track water, air, natural
gas, electricity and steam use, as well
as greenhouse gas emissions.

The Food Innovation
Productivity Center has
saved 365 jobs by helping 47
Oregon food processors such
as Boardman Foods, where
it designed and implemented
a performance measurement
system for the onion processing
operations.
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Northwest Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles used ONAMI labs
for critical R&D on engines;
company has grown from
seven employees to 80.
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Microproducts
Breakthrough Institute is
one of three ONAMI labs that
have spawned 30 start-ups like
Perpetua Power, which has
created a commercial “battery”
that lasts for 15 years and
can power items like wireless
sensors by capturing minute
differences in air temperature.
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OWET helped create
the Northwest Marine
Renewable Energy Center,
one of just two new federal
marine renewable energy
centers in the nation. Oregon
has been awarded the nation’s
only grid-connected floating
“test berth” which will test
a new generation of energyproducing buoys.
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OTRADI Projects
OWET Projects
Community Seafood Initiative Projects

Drive Oregon is helping Venus
Motors from Sisters market their
custom electric vehicles and work
with BH Workman & Sons and
FiberFab from the PrinevilleSisters-LaPine area to develop
a small custom electric vehicle
GRANT
fabrication
capability.

BAKER

With 50 members, Drive Oregon
is supporting companies across
the state. Grants from Drive
Oregon assist companies to be
in a position to attract private
investment, as with Ryno
Motors, which has received over
$1 million in private investment
to produce their one-wheeled,
elecric motorcycle.
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ONAMI funding and support helped
launch a $20 million Phase 2 for the
new Center for Sustainable Materials
Chemistry, a joint effort of Oregon State
KE
and the University of Oregon. TheL A“green
chemistry” labs are helping turn basic
research into commercial technologies.
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ONAMI Projects
Oregon BEST Projects

GILLIAM

Second Food Innovation
Productivity Center test site for the
GEMS system. Goal is to reduce
energy usage by the industry by 25
percent in 10 years and 50 percent in
20 years.

Dedicated to growing the
Bioscience Industry in Oregon,
OTRADI facilities have
helped over 25 companies in
Portland, Bend and Eugene.
Providing assistance to research,
develop and accelerate the
HARNEY
commercialization of drugs
developed right here in Oregon.

140 Oregon BEST faculty researchers,
including those from Oregon Institute
of Technology, are helping to speed
commercialization of research ranging
from eco-districts to solar awnings, micro
wind turbines to green roofs, from the
insulating capacity of high-tech paints to
using recycled Styrofoam as insulation.

The Community Seafood
Initiative provided direct
product and market
development support to 34
businesses in Oregon, and
retained 350 jobs in coastal
communities by funding
programs to help fisherman and
seafood processors.

MALHEUR

Portland Incubator Experiment (PIE) & Oregon Film
Building on Portland’s successful PIE Incubator, this
new initiative will identify, recruit, capitalize, accelerate
and promote early stage high-tech startups in the digital
storytelling, video game, film and television industries.
Recommended Funding: $900,000
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Innovation Plan Initiatives
Oregon InC asked more than 150 economic
development leaders throughout the state for
proposals that held the promise of jumpstarting
growth across entire industries rather than just “picking
winners” among individual business ideas. After months of
reviews by private sector leaders, Oregon InC is proposing a
diverse portfolio of investments.
Oregon Wave Energy Trust (OWET)
OWET-funded research and matching grants are attracting
wave energy developers from around the world, speeding up the
regulatory process, involving coastal residents and businesses in
key decisions, and preparing the way for the launch of the first
commercial buoy in Spring 2013.
Recommended Funding: $2.5 Million
Drive Oregon
Drive Oregon is at the center of Oregon’s
push to commercialize electric vehicle-related
technologies, from batteries to motors, charging
stations to electronic components.
Recommended Funding: $2.25 Million
Unmanned Aerial Systems Center of Excellence
A new initiative which will create a research center and
business incubator for the fast-growing unmanned aerial
systems cluster, including a flight test site with 		
proposed headquarters in Redmond/Bend area.

Oregon Nanoscience & Microtechnologies Institute
(ONAMI)
Oregon’s first Signature Research Center is now a nationallyrecognized collection of laboratories and researchers,
including the Lokey Labs in Eugene, with more than 20
advanced materials characterization and nanofabrication
instruments; micro-level manufacturing and engineering
research at the Microproducts Breakthrough Institute in
Corvallis; and the Center for Electron Microscopy and
Nanofabrication in Portland.
Recommended Funding: $6.1 Million
Oregon Built Environment & Sustainable Technologies
Center (Oregon BEST)
With national priorities – and funding – focused on
renewable energy and green buildings, Oregon BESTsupported research is leading to new technologies and
products, and helping the building industry embrace green
principles with R&D projects ranging from eco-districts to
solar awnings; micro wind turbines to green roofs.
Recommended Funding: $8 Million
Oregon Translational & Drug Discovery
Institute (OTRADI)
OTRADI and its new business accelerator
are helping researchers and emerging biotech
companies in areas as diverse as oncology,
neuroscience, medical devices and infectious
diseases with high-speed drug screening,
analysis and mentoring.
Recommended Funding: $1.7 Million
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innovation can revitalize established industries, making them more competitive with new products
and services. It helps open the door to hard-to-find capital, provides Oregon businesses with access
to otherwise out-of-reach R&D labs and researchers, and helps plant the seeds that will diversify our
economy and grow into the next generation of family wage jobs for Oregon.
In less than three biennia of funding, Oregon InC has returned $7 for every dollar of state
investment, helping create 30 companies and steering more than $350 million in federal and private
grants back to Oregon. Oregon InC initiatives have helped start-ups access more than $110 million in
private capital, and provided more than 250 organizations access to business-friendly R&D facilities
and researchers through its network of 11 shared university labs.
Now, with the creation of the 2013-15 Innovation Plan, this unique partnership between Oregon’s
private sector and its research universities is finding new ways to further Oregon’s leadership
in nanoscience and green building materials, wave energy, bioscience and electric vehicle
components – and creates exciting new growth opportunities in unmanned aerial vehicles and
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